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The Solution
The project presented a tight deadline with the required translation of the training content into multiple 
languages, including Japanese, Spanish and French. There was also the additional deliverable of managing 
the schedule and delivery of the final assets. 

Once the scope of work for the project had been outlined, the Embedded project manager engaged the 
Keywords Localization service line to provide specialist linguistic resources.
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a vendor to provide 
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of training content for one 
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Solution
Keywords Embedded 
Services engaged 
Keywords Localization 
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Japanese, Spanish and 
French translations.

Result
Delivery of 25 pieces 
of localized content ahead 
of the project deadline.

ONSITE TEAM DELIVERS 25 LOCALIZED 
CONTENT ASSETS IN TWO WEEKS
KEYWORDS RAPIDLY COMPLETES TRANSLATIONS FOR A 
LARGE TECHNOLOGY PROVIDER THROUGH A COMBINATION 
OF EMBEDDED AND LOCALIZATION SERVICES

Keywords Studios collaborates with global content creators and service 
providers, delivering optimal quality insourcing solutions, with compelling 
results. 

Client partners engage our Embedded Services insourcing solutions to 
increase staff volume and flexibility while offsetting internal overhead costs.

Whether it is in a managed or co-managed environment, we can provide 
an end-to-end range of services or a hybrid model to meet your business 
staffing needs.

The Challenge
To increase their value offering, a large technology provider required 
support in localizing external-facing training content for one of its flagship 
software IPs. They did not have the internal specialist resources 
nor the bandwidth to ensure the deliverables were met in a short lead-
in time. IP security also meant the work had to be carried out at 
the client’s premises.

Having built up trust equity with the company thanks to the successful 
delivery on previous projects, Keywords Embedded Services was in 
an ideal position to understand the challenge and deliver an efficient, 
cost-competitive solution.
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ABOUT KEYWORDS STUDIOS
Keywords Studios is a leading technical services provider for global video games and beyond. With locations in Asia, 
the Americas and Europe, Keywords Studios has a breadth and depth in multiple industry-leading service lines 
including Art, Game Development, Audio, Functionality QA, Localization, Localization QA and Player Support. 
Working across all major platforms, in more than 50 different languages, Keywords Studios delivers support for 
its clients across the globe.

The Result
In a two-week period, the Embedded Services team delivered 25 pieces of localized 
content ahead of schedule, exceeding client expectations. 

By embedding into the client environment, Keywords was able to better understand the 
needs better and act as an extension of the team, enabling the client to leverage the 
investments already made in engineering and design features for the software product.

About Keywords Embedded Services
Keywords Embedded Services offers flexible and scalable solutions, customised for your unique 
requirements. We can provide you with tailored solutions, delivered by our team, onsite at your facility. 

This allows you to gain efficiency, focus on your core functions and reduce labour costs by removing the 
need to conduct related recruitment and hiring activities.

Are you ready to achieve your business goals with Keywords Embedded Services? 
Contact us now or enter your details on our website to get a proposal.

About Keywords Localization Services
At Keywords Studios, we support video games developers and publishers, delivering Localization Services 
managed from our dedicated facilities around the world. Our linguists are passionate gamers and subject-matter 
specialists, proud to contribute quality translation work to your titles.
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